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Contribute to make a healthier planet by promoting a wiser 
consumption, delivering reusable and sustainable products to wrap 
food for daily-use.
That is what really makes Roll’eat different, the reason our products 
exist – to protect the planet!
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Under the motto ‘Reuse and Reenjoy’, Roll’eat designs and produces 
innovative, reusable, sustainable products to take away your food 
anytime and anywhere.

Roll’eat offers exclusive collections and more than 25 different 
models that are sold to concept stores, independent stores or kids 
stores among others. But we offer much more!

We work together to promote and encourage sustainable lifestyle, 
environmental education and reduction waste by committing to roll 
to a healthier world.

Being all our products designed in Barcelona, Spain, these are 
pioneer reusable food-wrappers which are:

Sustainable · Functional · Innovative · Original · Stylish 
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PRODUCT CATEGORIES
Boc’n’Roll       
A sustainable, innovative and funny idea to dress-up your Sandwich!
Enjoy your sandwiches on-the-go thanks to our environmentally 
friendly sandwich wrap. It has an easy fastener that makes it 
adaptable to different food shapes and sizes (sandwich, fruit..). It 
is convenient, compact, machine washable and also serves as an 
individual placemat.
11x15 cm (folded) / 32x54 cm (unfolded) 100%Polyester (outer) / 100%TPU (inner)

Snack’n’Go
Who said snack time was boring? Take your snacks anytime, 
anywhere with your Snack’n’Go.
It is perfectly sized for a sandwich or snack. It is reusable, very easy 
to clean, and light enough to take with you anywhere. To eat any 
snack, anytime, anywhere.
18x18 cm 100%Polyester (outer) / 100%TPU (inner)
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Snack’n’Go Duo
Salty or sweet? Take both snacks in your Snack’n’Go Duo. It has 
never been so easy!
It occupies little space but has a great capacity. In its inner 2 pockets 
you can take different snacks.
18x18 cm 100%Polyester (outer) / 100%TPU (inner)

Eat’n’Out Mini
Going for a picnic was never such easy and sustainable as with 
your Eat’n’Out.
On one hand, it is a bag for lunch boxes and on the other, when it is 
completely unzipped it becomes a placemat. A perfect food bag 
for your work time! It is flexible, foldable, lightweight and keeps the 
temperature. Very easy to use and to clean. It has a dirty proof layer.
13x17x4,5 cm (folded) / 51x46cm (unfolded) 100%Polyester (outer) / 100%TPU (inner)
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Rinaldo Rampi - Lecado – Rome (Italy) 
Although I wasn’t used to looking for an objective, I decided to stock

the Roll’eat product because I feel it is ecological and clever. As it turned out, the 

bags sell themselves.

Due to the fact that it’s ecological, practical and has a story to tell to my customers, 

it also says a lot about my business. After all, taking into consideration that it is a 

product that needs good margins, it offers great value for money.
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ACTIVE COLLECTION

Be active to reencounters, be active to fresh air, be active to 
enjoy every moment… Give color to your food and action!
Be powerful, be ACTIVE.

Boc’n’Roll

Snack’n’Go

Blue Green Lime Red Pink Gray

Blue GrayLime PinkGreen Red

OUR COLLECTIONS
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PATCHWORK COLLECTION

Barcelona is joy, freedom and inspiration. Travel to Barcelona 
every time you use the Patchwork collection and let it win your 
heart.
Blue, pink, orange or green? Which one will go with you on the 
journey?

Boc’n’Roll

Snack’n’Go

Blue Green Pink Orange

Blue PinkGreen Orange
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Blue Red BlackMint Violet

NATURE COLLECTION

Nature collection transports you to the forest, to the beach, to the 
mountains... All colors create different emotions. Feel the color 
sensations with the Nature collection. Start living today!

Blue Mint Red Brown Black

Blue Red BlackMint Brown

*Also available in 
Snack’n’Go Duo 
with two pockets.

Boc’n’Roll

Snack’n’Go

Eat’n’Out Mini
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ANIMALS COLLECTION

Let your imagination fly away! Anything is possible when your 
food is grabbed with the Animals collection.

Whales UnicornPanda

Whales UnicornPanda

*Also available in Snack’n’Go Duo with two pockets.

Boc’n’Roll

Snack’n’Go

Penguin Raccoon

Penguin Raccoon
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TILES COLLECTION

Nature is full of different geometric figures: spirals, circles, etc. 
Immerse to nature by using Tiles collection. Let it be your source 
of inspiration.

Blue Red BlackGreen Pink

Boc’n’Roll

Snack’n’Go 

Red PinkGreenBlue Black
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YOUNG COLLECTION

Who does not want to be forever young? Feel brave, free and 
young with the coolest collection: enjoy, discover and travel. 
Everything is possible, limits do not exist!

Boc’n’Roll

Surf Skate Wild Travel
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PAINT COLLECTION

Reuse and redesign again and again. Paint it blue, pink, orange, 
red…options are endless. Let children immerse to a world full of 
imagination. Eating has never been so funny before!

With this collection you can paint and draw as long as you want. It 
comes with two washable markers that you can easily clean with 
water and soap.

Boc’n’Roll
100%Rpet (outer) / 100%TPU (inner)

Polar FlamingoChameleonSea
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SQUARE COLLECTION

Blue Red GreenBlack Violet

Eat’n’Out Mini
100% poliyester (outer) / 100% TPU (inner)
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Mr. Wonderful  is a Spanish brand which spreads good vibes with 
their products worldwide.  Discover the new models below, which 
we designed hand-in-hand with Mr. Wonderful. 

Sushi

Sushi

Sushi

Avocado

Avocado

Avocado

Fruits

Fruits

Fruits

Chocolate

Chocolate

Chocolate

Apple

Apple

Apple

Boc’n’Roll

Snack’n’Go

Eat’n’Out Mini
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BIO COLLECTION

Roll’eat has developed a new product line that takes even more 
care of the environment. Now, our products are not only reusable 
but also made of 100% biodegradable materials. Organic cotton, 
biobased, compostable film, fastened with a coconut button and 
locally produced.

Blue OrangeGreen Grey

Orange GreyGreenBlue

Boc’n’Roll

Snack’n’Go 
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Claudia Cid - Casa Viva - Barcelona (Spain)
We were looking for ways to offer our customers take-away products at a competitive 

price, good quality and current design, as this category has been gaining popularity 

in recent years.

When we saw Roll’eat products, we thought they could work very well thanks to their 

attractive price and design that make them different from the crowd. Not only that, 

but the products are perfect for our clients, and completely fit with our style at Casa 

Viva.

What we highlight the most is that they really helped with online sales! We always 

value brands with content and extra material to increase sales, and Roll’eat has 

covered all our expectations with very useful online content (videos, images, texts 

...), and also customising the designs with a quick delivery (no stock breaks).
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Our products have achieved the following awards by being focus 
on our mission, as well as giving practical and sustainable solutions.
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Lien Callebert - Callebert - Brugge (Belgium)
We are always looking for new things, that’s why we value all products that are 

innovative enough to make a difference between other products with the same 

purpose.

We liked Roll’eat immediately when we saw them in a fair in 2016, as they met our 

innovation priorities. What’s more, they gave us a warm contact with enthusiasm 

and laughter.

Despite the fact we loved the products for their values of ecological awareness , as 

well as they become a placemat and it’s small to put away, we have to take prices 

and margins into account when buying. Roll’eat has also met this goal. Keep going!
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